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Hi again Judy. I have spent many hours today looking at this Hutchison
Effect. What do you make of these two items?
"Yet, to this date, the Hutchison Effect has not been reproduced by
anyone but John Hutchison. Adding to the mystery, the Canadian
government confiscated his anti-gravity equipment in the late 1980s.
The US Government has also become extremely interested in the
Hutchison Effect. In fact, one US Army Lt. Colonel sent this man to
investigate John Hutchison's phenomenon. 'We are talking about what I
would catagorize as mind over matter. And if it's that, then it won't
become an anti-gravity machine in the future, but I believe it should
be of interest to science.' Engineer Jack Houck works for an
aeronautical corporation. On his two day visit twelve years ago, he
videotaped cylinders falling, and gun barells crashing on cement,
Hauck believes that the Hutchison effect is real. And he knows why,
John Hutchison is the only one who can pull off the anti-gravity
trick. 'My best judgement is that this corelates with the types of
things that happen with the mind effect, mind over matter pscyho
knesis.' John Hutchison was skeptical of that theory at the time, but
now believes his mind might be partly responsible. 'Yes, [garbled] to
energy fields for so long, that you interact with them, and they seem
to actually act on the neuro transmitters in your brain'. John
Hutchison still hopes to someday still apply his anti-gravity
discovery to space propulsion and free energy systems. Knowing those
possibilities keep the Hutchison Effect very much in demand. And keeps
him ready for when the next time the Government comes knocking." --http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge4AfyqxvGw
Why can't no one reproduce the Hutchison Effect Judy? What do you think?
"The UFOs are just other forms of life from space, some advanced
races, perhaps 15, I'd say roughly maybe 15 light years out. [I'd say
when their] population starts to increase, of different races, from
very low types of races to races that have excelled in propulsion, and
time and space and energy. And perhaps they come and monitor our old
style radio signals and start laughing. Perhaps not. Maybe their
culture is so entirely different that they are just thinking about it,
and trying to help. So there is a connection, this earth is only an
island really, when you look at it on a logical level, on a
cosmological level, amongst a sea of billions of stars, hundreds of
thousands of galaxies. And I am sure they have mastered time and space
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and inter-dimensional physics, they can pass from one dimension to
another dimension very quickly, fold space, come and say hi here. So,
they mastered all those problems a long ago, I feel. I actually had my
own encounters with the UFOs. And, I was not scared. I was very
relaxed actually. Almost like a matter of fact situation!" --http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkHhGVWjx-s
Why, oh why Judy does Hutchison also have to have a UFO connection?
What do you think?
This is now a strange pattern Judy, anyone who does/says interesting
things, also has some UFO/Alien connection! The entire Project
Camelot, Project Avalon, and Project Disclosure is full of peoples who
put the proverbial toad in the punch bowl. Why will drink from the
punch bowl afterwards?
And you are using this fellow to back up your excellent evidence
discovery of 911 - where I have been most impressed by your work - so
impressed as to start recommneding you to my own friends? Are you not
putting the toad in the punch bowl yourself?
I don't think I like this a whole lot anymore!
Lastly, there is another couple of items which puzzle me about John
Hutchison: the fact that the US military-industrial complex is
interested in Hutchison, but then they don't set him up in some
black-ops project! Why not? I also don't understand why they'd come
to one man when they claim to have black-ops trillion dollar budgets?
One civilian knows more than all of them? This is exactly the
inconsistency I found in William Pawelec's statements on RFIDs in
1980s, invented by a civilain professor in a back office which Pawelec
says he learnt of by accident, and then went to sell to the trillion
dollar intelligence/black-projects (I noted this anamoly in my essay
on ufos). And, if military were really interested in Hutchison, why
not just give him a backroom full of machines and keep him away from
the public eye on their own facilities? It's not like Hutchison wasn't
a contractor for them... contrary to his own statements that he didn't
care for the military industrial complex, he in fact directly worked
for them, took money from them, and was eager to show them what he
had. If he was very valuable, I just don't understand why was throwing
a few million dollars hiring Hutchison into skunkworks so difficult?
In fact, just doing so to keep him quiet would have been money
well-spent if there were secrets to keep!! And if this free energy
stuff is so top secret stuff, the actual basis of the directed energy
weapon systems which is all classified hush-hush work, why is
Hutchison able to talk about the very principle upon which their
classified weapon systems is based so freely on mainstream television?
You can't appear with your fantastic compilation of evidence Judy, and
Hutchison can be on multiple channels with his free energy mantra
showing experiments which none can reproduce? And especially, when you
also feel, as you stated, that your own student ended up dead right
after he had mentioned free energy and 911!! If free energy is the
holy grail, Hutchison should have been silenced by now!!! Yet, he is
cited by you so prominently, and you are the one who, as you have
stated it, is being silenced!

What's wrong with that picture Judy?
Let me frankly admit that Hutchison in these videos also strikes me as
a very likeable fellow. Very earnest, sincere, and passionate about
his focus. He almost seemed to be like Dr WHO in his younger days with
his pipe and his hairstyle. And if I hadn't read MK ULTRA declassified
documents myself, I might not have also suspected him of being
mind-controlled. I hope I am mistaken. But he seems to me to fit
exactly the agenda which I have described in this article, perhaps
unwittingly, perhaps unknowingly:
http://print-humanbeingsfirst.blogspot.com/2011/01/aliens-and-ufos-hegelian-mind-fck-pt2.html
Perhaps I have missed something here... I hope you might explain this
bizarredom, minimally his UFO bs, and him being free to speak on the
most important secret which you feel is the cause for suppressing
you!!
Unless of course you think I am the spook :-) My wife and inlaws will
at least get a good chuckle out of this one when they return tomorrow
from their trip ... And I thought Gordon Duff was the spook when he
insisted on giving me an account on Veterans Today and offered me to
publish whatever I wanted on his prominent website - and this
ingratitude is what he got back in response:
http://print-humanbeingsfirst.blogspot.com/2011/01/no-affiliation-with-veteranstoday.html
I think a healthy paranoia never killed anyone, right? :-)
And here is what I can offer you Judy - anything I publish on this
topic with you as the focus, I'll send you a draft for your comment,
and give you the opportunity to correct. I am not against you. I am
with you on this one. I feel you are my teacher - until such time that
I have the displeasure to discover that you were the spook :-) All the
spooks I have found, many of them my former teachers, including Noam
Chomsky, are hanging dry on my website. See this footnote:
http://print-humanbeingsfirst.blogspot.com/2007/12/endless-red-herrings.html#footnote-5-chomskychallenge
A student like me is surely a nightmare for hectoring hegemons and
their shills. But I hope a good friend for genuine men and women of
conscience:-)
Best wishes,
Zahir Ebrahim
Project Humanbeingsfirst.org
ps. I can't find anyone to purchase your book directly from your
website. The two persons I talked to didn't feel comfortable providing
information to this purchasing scheme - they said paypal is safer
where they already have an account! I'll keep looking...

